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Bio.
At this stage in my life I am learning how to balance my time, 
energy and efforts amongst the several great aspects that my 
life consist of. I am a mother of one beautiful, amazing little 
boy name Landon. Though he requires much energy, patience 
and attention I couldnt imagine my life without the happiness 
and joy that his presence brings to it. Its a honor to watch him 
learn, grow and progress. I am also a heavily involved and 
present member to my family which consists of my parents, 
grandparents, siblings, and many ants, uncles and cousins. We 
tend to support and spend time with one another quite often. I 
am also a music artist who loves to write, record and perform. I 
invest time and energy into my music on the daily bases to ex-
pand and strengthen my craft. Last but not least, I am a student 
at The University of Baltimore. The college journey has been a 
painful legnthy process for me but I know this is something I 
have to do to establish a guaranteed stable life for me and my 
child. So im moving forward and wont quit til ive finished.

Design Style
My design style can not be captured for it is alway itself and 
also its own contridiction. My style is bright, colorful and full 
of life. It’s also dark, dem, and unpredictable. Its wild, confused 
and unruly. Then its sophisticated, simple and polished. I be-
lieve that ones style is a reflecton of ones self and we all consist 
of so much. Therefore I give my style the freedom to naturally 
take form. Style should not be predicted, defined nor described 
and niether should we. 

Hobby and Interest 
When I’m not being a mother or a student, I’m anxiously and 
hilariously trying to be anything else possible. Primarily I love 
to write, record and perform my music. I also work in a bakery 
for a living so I enjoy going home and attempting to duplicate 
some of the delicious treats I get to ensemble at work. I also 
write poetry and play basketball in my free time.


